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DIAPER EXCHANGING BABY TROLLEY KDT-Series

Kizlon diaper trolley is uniquely designed to serve hygiene and comfort in nursing and maternity wards. The 

KDT-100 model is available in three different diaper holding capacity serving the purpose to ease workload 

of the mothers. Further they are made on basis of diaper holding capacity.

Features:

The diaper exchanging baby trolley is divided into three major components: Waste zone, Drawer and 

Clean zone.

- Waste zone: According to the absorbing capacity of different diaper holding bins, the waste zones have

 one or two dirty diaper bins. For easy access, cover can be pull up and used diaper can be thrown away.

- Drawer: It can collect all small and important items or instruments needed for nursing.

- Clean zone: with no access to used diaper zone, clean diaper can be stored in hygienic place and no

 cross contamination can take place.

Applications:

They are basically found in nursing and maternity wards. Since it is in trolley form, it is easy to move and 

carry anywhere. The storage compartments are huge and user friendly. The clean and the used diapers are 

in separate places so that the foul smell does not run over.
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DIAPER EXCHANGING BABY TROLLEY KDT-100

SPECIFICATIONS:

 Mini-type  LargeStandard

Possible number
(approx.)

15 persons 30 persons 40 persons

Absorbing capacity of 
cloth diaper(approx.)

40 pcs 60 pcs 80 pcs

Absorbing capacity of 
paper diaper(approx.)

35 pcs 60 pcs

Frame of clean diaper  2 levels  2 levels 3 levels

Capacity of waste bin 50L (1 piece) 
50L (1 piece)
45L(1piece)

50L (1 piece)
45L(1piece)

Material Steel

Coating of main body Powder baking varnish
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